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GENETICALLY MODIFIED FOODS (GMOs):
risks associated:
Are they dangerous for humans and the environment?”

• For millennia humans have been using selective breeding:
• a trial and error process through which farmers could select a
specific trait they wanted in a plant or animal and selectively breed
members of that species that showed that trait.
• For example, farmers, by observing how individual plants reacted to a
type of fungus, could select those ones which were least affected by
it.
• This process of selection of desirable traits, of single plants of a
species through sexual crossings, was long.
• In fact, after several plant generations, farmers could produce a corn
plant with a very high resistance to that specific fungus.

• INSTEAD
• genetic engineering techniques IN AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY
allow scientists to insert genes directly into plants or animals
avoiding the long process of selective breeding.
• The DNA in the cells IS ALTERED by adding genes coming from other
organisms, so modifications are fast.
• Genetic engineering techniques have the aim of improving human
life.

• Among the positive effects of the application of these techniques we
consider that:
• -for example, there is a gene that makes plants resistant to specific
insects, so you don’t need to use any pesticides;
• -some genes allow the crop to have more nutritional value, for
example, a type of rice richer in vitamin A;
• -other genes make plants more resistant to harsh environmental
conditions, such as cold or drought;
• -some other genes can make plants resistant to diseases caused by
pests or resistant to pesticides used to kill pests and weeds.
• - new generation GM crops are being developed to produce
recombinant medicines or industrial products (biofuels).

• However, there is a high risk that genetically modified plants could
spread out of control.
• Research and application of new genetic techniques, however,
• raise ethical questions because they upset the natural order of
species by manipulating their DNA structures.
• Also, We cannot be sure what the long - term effects will be, on
human health, on the environment, on plants and animals.

• So, we must consider…..
• Negative effects that could include the following:
• -the new techniques which manipulate food, can be dangerous for
us, for example used in trangenic corn.
• (Even though some specific genes seem not to be dangerous to
humans because they are not able to link with their DNA);
•
• -biotechnology in agriculture could lead to a decrease in biodiversity
(variety of living organisms), if some types of crops are abandoned in
favour of more profitable modified ones;
• -also, we have to consider the long-term impact of modified crops
on other species

• Therefore,
• it is important to define specific rules for people’s safety and for the
environment.

There are a number of common genetically modified (GM) foods
currently on the market.
Depending on where you live and the laws around GM foods, you
might want to avoid some of these foods unless they are specifically
labelled as being free of GM ingredients:
-Soybeans are a commonly modified food
-Corn is another common GM food
-Tomatoes are frequently genetically modified
-Potatoes
-Sugar cane

